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Abstract The pure quadratic term of New Massive Gravity
in three dimensions admits asymptotically locally flat, rotat-
ing black holes. These black holes are characterized by their
mass and angular momentum, as well as by a hair of gravita-
tional origin. As in the Myers–Perry solution in dimensions
greater than five, there is no upper bound on the angular
momentum. We show that, remarkably, the equation for a
massless scalar field on this background can be solved in an
analytic manner and that the quasinormal frequencies can be
found in a closed form. The spectrum is obtained requiring
ingoing boundary conditions at the horizon and an asymp-
totic behavior at spatial infinity that provides a well-defined
action principle for the scalar probe. As the angular momen-
tum of the black hole approaches zero, the imaginary part of
the quasinormal frequencies tends to minus infinity, migrat-
ing to the north pole of the Riemann sphere and providing
infinitely damped modes of high frequency. We show that
this is consistent with the fact that the static black hole within
this family does not admit quasinormal modes for a massless
scalar probe.

1 Introduction

Three dimensional gravity has been a useful arena to explore
gravitational models with simpler properties than their coun-
terpart in four dimensions. Since the Weyl tensor identically
vanishes in three dimensions, Einstein equations imply that
the spacetime is locally flat or (A)dS depending on whether
the theory has a null, negative or positive cosmological term,
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respectively. This implies that General Relativity has no local
degrees of freedom in vacuum, but nevertheless in the case
with a negative cosmological constant, its spectrum contains
black holes (the BTZ black hole) [1]. These black holes have
been of fundamental importance on the tests of the holo-
graphic correspondence between physics in Anti de Sitter
spacetime and that of a dual Conformal Field Theory living
at the boundary [2–5]. Just to mention two examples of this
relation, the entropy of the BTZ black holes can be obtained
by a microscopic counting of microstates in the dual theory
[6] and their quasinormal ringing correlates precisely with
relaxation time in the dual field theory at finite temperature
[7,8]. By the end of the last decade it was also realized that
the lack of local degrees of freedom of General Relativity
in three dimensions allows to construct a parity invariant,
self-interacting theory for a massive particle of spin 2, i.e.,
a massive gravity theory. The Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian
is supplemented by quadratic terms in the curvature, and
despite the fact that the field equations are of fourth order,
their linearization around flat space correctly reproduces the
Fierz–Pauli equation for a massive spin 2 excitation [9,10].
The addition of a cosmological term allows to further explore
the ideas of the holographic correspondence in the presence
of a massive graviton in the bulk. As it generically occurs in
theories containing quadratic powers in the curvature, such
theory possesses two maximally symmetric (and therefore
of constant curvature) solutions. For a precise relation of
the couplings both vacua coincide and actually in this case
one can find asymptotically locally (A)dS black holes that
are characterized by the mass, angular momentum and an
extra parameter that stands for a gravitational hair [12,13].
As shown in [14] the entropy of such black holes can be
reproduced by counting microstates in the boundary theory,
providing a new test for such relation on a theory with local
degrees of freedom in the bulk. Recently, there has been a
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revived interest in the study of asymptotic symmetries to null
surfaces, where such surface could be null infinity or the event
horizon of a black hole. It is expected that these studies might
shed some light on the information paradox (see e.g. [15–20]
and references therein). New Massive Gravity provides for a
simple setup to carry on such studies, since the spectrum of
the purely quadratic theory (that is healthy and intrinsically of
fourth-order [10]) contains asymptotically locally flat, rotat-
ing black holes in 2 + 1 dimensions [12]. Such black holes do
not exist in General Relativity in vacuum. Within the realm of
NMG, these black holes can be generalized to construct non-
circular black objects, dubbed black flowers [25], a family of
metrics whose simplest representative is the rotating black
hole constructed in [12] in the massless limit of NMG.1 The
aim of this paper is to show that the equation for the massless
scalar, remarkably, can be solved analytically on these back-
grounds, and that the quasinormal frequencies can be found
in a closed manner. As usual, we require ingoing boundary
condition at the horizon. We show that at infinity the natural
boundary condition that makes the action principle for the
scalar to be well-defined is that the field must vanish suf-
ficiently fast. This is one of the few known, rotating black
holes, that admit such integration.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 1 introduces the
theory of new massive gravity and presents the asymptoti-
cally locally flat, rotating black hole solution. In Sect. 2 we
consider a massless scalar field perturbation and solve it in an
exact and analytic manner. We find the quasinormal modes
in a closed form in the rotating case and show that as the
angular momentum of the black hole decreases the imagi-
nary part of the frequencies approach minus infinity. This is
consistent with the fact that in the static case, the algebraic
equations that determine the spectrum cannot be fulfilled.
We therefore explore the behavior of the quasinormal fre-
quencies in terms of the global charges of the background
solution. Even though our interests is in the propagation of a
scalar probe on the black hole background, let us mentions
that our results could shed some light on the stability of the
rotating black hole in NMG. Since the full non-linear field
equations of NMG are of fourth order, their linearized ver-
sion around a generic background will be in general of the
same order. Nevertheless, there could be an affective quan-
tity, constructed with second derivatives of the perturbation,
which may have a second order dynamics, as it occurs in
the Teukolsky equation, where the unknowns are linearized
expressions for the components of the Weyl tensor in a null
tetrad [28]. It is also worth mentioning that in some particu-
lar cases in GR it is known that the dynamics of some of the
modes of the full gravitational perturbation coincide with the

1 It is also worth mentioning that these solutions can be embedded in
the Born–Infeld extensions of New Massive Gravity [26] by removing
the Einstein–Hilbert term [23].

dynamics of a scalar probe with a given mass. This happens
for example in the massless topological black hole [27]. A
less striking connection between a scalar probe and a gravita-
tional perturbation occurs with the Regge–Wheeler equation,
which has the same functional form than the equation for a
massless scalar probe in Schwarzschild background, but in
this case there is a single numeric coefficient of difference
in the effective Schroedinger potential (see [28]). Section 3
contains conclusions and further comments.

2 Massless limit of NMG and its rotating black hole

The theory of New Massive Gravity [9], has the following
action

I [g] = 1
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Note that the Einstein term has the wrong sign, which is
necessary to obtain a ghost free theory for a massive gravi-
ton, at the linearized level around flat space. Since General
Relativity does not propagate local degrees of freedom in
three dimensions, we can choose the sign of the Einstein
term at convenience. The massless limit is described by the
purely quadratic theory which acquires a linearized confor-
mal invariance [13], and despite the fact of having fourth
order field equations, it defines a healthy theory [10]. We
take the limit in the following manner m → 0 and κ → +∞
with 16πG := κ2m2 fixed. The field equations in vacuum
are therefore given by
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Diffeomorphism invariance of the original action ensures the
identity ∇μKμν ≡ 0. This is the unique quadratic combina-
tion in three dimensions that leads to field equations of fourth
order, whose trace reduces to a second order constraint [11].
This feature is of fundamental importance when proving the
healthiness of the theory. The theory defined by the field
equations (2) has the following rotating black hole solution

ds2 = − (br − μ) dt2 + dr2

br − μ
− a (br − μ) dtdφ

+
(
r2 + r2

0

)
dφ2, (3)

with

r2
0 = a4b2 + 16a2μ

64
. (4)
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